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Abstract
This paper presents the Sogou speech synthesis system for

Blizzard Challenge 2018. The corpus released to the partici-
pants this year is a 6.5-hour children’s audio book in British
English, which is the same as for the 2017 data release. We
build a parametric system for this task. Firstly, a multi-speaker
DNN-BLSTM model is applied for mel spectrograms model-
ing. Then, a modified WaveNet model conditioned on the pre-
dicted mel features is used to generate 16-bit speech waveforms
at 32 kHz, instead of the conventional vocoder.

This is the first time for Sogou to join the Blizzard Chal-
lenge, we have developed speech synthesis for years. The i-
dentifier for our system is J, the results show that our submitted
system performed good on all the criterion.
Index Terms: Blizzard Challenge 2018, statistical parametric
speech synthesis, BLSTM, WaveNet

1. Introduction
The Blizzard Challenge has been held once a year since 2005,
in order to better understand and compare research techniques
in building corpus-based speech synthesizers on the same da-
ta. The basic challenge is to take the released speech database,
build a synthetic voice from the data and synthesize a prescribed
set of test sentences. The sentences from each synthesizer are
the evaluated through listening tests.

The HMM-based statistical parametric speech synthesis
(SPSS) method was first proposed and applied successfully in
1999 [1]. In this method, spectrum, pitch and duration are mod-
eled simultaneously in a framework of HMMs. Then, many
techniques such as MGE-training [2] and phone duration mod-
eling [3] were proposed to improve the synthesis effect. Due
to its maturity and stability , many participating teams prefer
HMM as a good baseline system, or as an important part of
their systems. And post-filter methods, such as global variance
(GV) [4], variance scaling (VS) [5] and modulation spectrum
(MS) [6], were also helpful to improve the quality of synthe-
sized speech. In recent years, Deep Neural Networks models
have been applied successfully to SPSS [7, 8, 9]. DNN-LSTM
models have achieved greater performance in both the front-
end text processing [10] and bach-end acoustic modeling [11].
Recently, a postfilter based on a generative adversarial network
(GAN) was proposed to compensate for the differences between
natural speech and speech synthesized by statistical parametric
speech synthesis [12].

In 2007, the unit selection and concatenation system was
first used in Blizzard Challenge. The HMM-based unit selec-
tion system, which uses maximum likelihood criterion of statis-
tical models to guide the selection of phone-sized candidate u-
nits, outperformed all the other systems [13]. Comparing SPSS
system, unit selection and concatenation systems has great ad-
vantage in similarity , quality and expression. They directly
use real speech units from the original corpus for concatena-

tion and speech generation. Since then, many teams have used
this method and achieved good results [14, 15, 16]. Moreover,
LSTM-RNN based unit selection systems were built to improve
the overall performance [17, 18, 19].

Van den Oord et al. proposed WaveNet [21], a fully prob-
abilistic and autoregressive deep neural network, with the pre-
dictive distribution for each audio sample conditioned on al-
l previous ones. In Blizzard 2017, the WaveNet system had
a good performance [22]. Deep Voice 1 and 3 [23, 24] and
the Parallel WaveNet [25] have done more attempts and opti-
mizations. An end-to-end architecture named Tacotron [26, 27],
followed by a modified WaveNet model acting as a vocoder,
achieve a mean opinion score (MOS) comparable to profession-
ally recorded speech. We had followed this work in the Blizzard
2018. Perhaps due to the limitation or the high expression of the
data, we didn’t have good results. Inspired by recent literatures,
we implemented a DNN-BLSTM based TTS system followed
by a modified WaveNet neutral vocoder.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
details of the English task in Blizzard 2018. Section 3 describes
each modules of our system building. Section 4 presents the
results of the benchmark systems and all the participation. Fi-
nally, the convolution is given in Section 5.

2. The task in Blizzard 2018
There is only single task this year.

• Single task 2018-EH1: UK English Children’s Au-
diobooks - About 6.5 hours of speech data from
professionally-produced childrens audiobooks will be
released. This is the same data as used in last years Bliz-
zard Challenge. All data are from a single speaker. The
task is to build a voice from this data that is suitable for
reading audiobooks to children.

The task is the same as last year’s challenge. In the follow-
ing sections, we will introduce our speech synthesis system in
details.

3. Sogou speech synthesis system
As shown in Figure 1, our system consists of two parts, training
and synthesis. At training phase, we first use a modified Festival
front-end to predict phoneme and other linguistic features, and
modify referred to the speech manually. And these annotations
are used for ToBI prediction models training. Then we train a
HMM model for the force alignment. Thirdly, we train a DNN-
LSTM duration model and a DNN-BLSTM acoustic model. Fi-
nally, a WaveNet neural vocoder conditioned on the predicted
mel spectrograms is trained with the multi-speaker model as an
initial model.

At testing phase, expressive linguistic features are predict-
ed by the front-end text analysis. Then feed them into the du-
ration and acoustic models to predict frame-level mel features.
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Figure 1: The flowchart of Sogou TTS system.

Finally the WaveNet neural model is used to generate speech
waveforms sample by sample conditioning on the predicted mel
spectrograms.

3.1. Data processing

The audiobook data provided by the organizing committee con-
tains two parts: the transcribed part and the untranscribed part.
The phonemes and time boundaries are given in the transcribed
part. The untranscribed part corresponds to the pdf files. We
manually extract the text from the pdf files. The phoneme se-
quence is predicted by Festival front-end. Then we use our auto-
matic speech recognition engine to do phoneme level alignmen-
t. For the whole corpus, we use Festival front-end to predict
the information of stress, accent, part-of-speech(POS), phrase
boundary and TOBI boundary tone. Then all the information is
manually checked. We also manually divide the emotions of au-
dio into three categories - neutral, happy and sad. The emotion
tag is also added to the label. We find that when synthesizing
news topics, it is more suitable to adopt neutral emotions. When
synthesizing novel topics, it is more suitable to adopt a variety
of different emotions. At last, In order to facilitate subsequent
training, we divide the long sentence into several clauses.

For the acoustic features, we extracted lf0 and 40-
dimensions mcep from waveforms at 16 kHz with 25 ms frame
size and 5 ms frame hop. Then we trained a 5-state forced align-
ment HMM model for the durations. We also extracted 120-
dimensions mel spectrograms at 32 kHz using a 50 ms frame
length, 12.5 ms frame hop and a Hann window function, which
was used to train the acoustic model and as local condition for
the WaveNet model.

3.2. Front-end

We use the Festival English front-end to build the initial context
label. But the phrase boundary model is configured with a feed-
forward layer of 512 nodes and two GRU layers of 128 nodes.
A sigmoid output layer is used for phrase boundary prediction.
The input feature includes the current and adjacent word em-
bedding, POS and word position. The position of word is nor-
malized by the length of the sentence. In our internal experi-
ment, hundreds of thousands of annotated sentences is used to
build the phrase boundary model.

As vowels in some words are pronounced differently in
Southern British English, compared with American English. In

cases like spot, not, and doctor, the vowel /o/ is pronounced /A/
in American English but /6/ in Southern British English. British
and American people also pronounce /r/ differently. In words
like car, farm and tour, /r/ sound is almost left out in Southern
British English but it is retro-flexes in American English. So
we use the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary to replace
the CMU Pronouncing Dictionary that comes with Festival En-
glish front-end.

3.3. Back-end

For the duration model training, the model is configured with
a feed-forward layer of 1024 nodes and two LSTM layers con-
sisting of 256 nodes. The output layer is a feed-forward layer
of 6 nodes. Input feature for duration prediction are linguistic
features derived from a set of questions about linguistic context.
The output feature contains the duration and phoneme and five
states. The five state boundaries are obtained by forced align-
ment of the HMM in advance. In order to obtain better predic-
tion results, we first train the duration model of the hundreds
of hours of corpus accumulated in the past, and then adaptively
train the duration model of the data of the Blizzard Challenge
2018.

Similarly for the acoustic model training, we used the pre-
trained multi-speaker model as an initial model. The inputs of
our acoustic model are linguistic features, frame features and
the speaker embedding. We trained a DNN-BLSTM model,
containing 3 fully connected layers of 1024 hidden ReLU u-
nits and a stack of 2 bidirectional LSTM layers with 512 units.
The speaker embedding was added to the last fully connected
layer before the activation function.

3.4. WaveNet based vocoder

A WaveNet model is trained to replace the conventional
vocoder. WaveNet is a fully probabilistic and autoregressive
generative model that can generate waveforms directly.

p(x|h) =
T∏

t=1

p(xt|x1, x2, ..., xt−1,h). (1)

where x = {x1, ..., xT } is a given waveform, each audio sam-
ple xt is conditioned on the samples at all previous timesteps.
h is conditional inputs, here we use predicted mel spectrograms
as local condition and speaker embedding as global condition.

As shown in Figure 2, We use a version of the WaveNet ar-
chitecture modified from [21] and [23]. As in the original archi-
tecture, the model consists of 40 layers, grouped into 4 dilated
residual block stacks of 10 layers. In every stack, the dilation
rate increases by a factor of 2 in every layer, and no dilation
for the first layer. The predicted mel spectrograms are passed
through a stack of 2 bidirectional QRNN [28] layers with 256
units. To work with the 12.5 ms frame hop of the spectrogram
frames at 32 kHz, the QRNN output is up-sampled 400 times
using four transposed convolution layers. We follow Parallel
WaveNet [25] and use a 10-component mixture of logistic dis-
tributions to generate 16-bit samples at 32 kHz instead of the
softmax layer. However, there is no perceptible improvement
and the model takes longer to converge.

In order to obtain better prediction results, we first train the
duration model of multi-speakers without local condition, then
adaptively train the model on the Blizzard 2018 data condition-
ing on both the speaker embedding and the ground truth mel
spectrograms. The synthesized speeches sound much better to
use ground truth as local condition then the predicted. This is
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Figure 2: The modified WaveNet architecture.

likely because of inherence noise between the predicted features
and ground truth. So, we retrained the model conditioned on the
predicted mel spectrograms and obtained the best performance.
And we get the same observation that adding speakers resulted
better compared to training solely on a single speaker, which
has been proved in [21].

4. Results
There are 15 systems in total, ten from participating teams,
four benchmarks, and one natural speech. System A is natu-
ral speech recorded by the original speaker. System B is the
Festival unit selection benchmark system by CSTR. System C
is the HMM benchmark built using the HTS toolkit. System
D and E are both DNN benchmark built using the HTS toolkit,
where E employs trajectory training. System F to O are the 10
participating teams, and system J is ours.

Table 1: Task 2018-EH1

Sections Detailed Description

section 1 MOS (variour criteria) - book paragraphs
section 2 MOS (variour criteria) - book paragraphs
section 3 MOS (naturalness) - book sentences
section 4 MOS (naturalness) - book sentences
section 5 Similarity with original speaker
section 6 Semantically unpredictable sentences
section 7 Semantically unpredictable sentences

The evaluation comprised seven sections showed in Table 1.
In each section, a set of samples from all the systems were
judged by each listener. Finally, our system has shown con-
sistent performance (standing in top tow) in all the criterion for
the Challenge. Details are as follows.

4.1. Paragraph test

In paragraph test, seven dimensions of testing were used to e-
valuate different aspects of synthesized paragraphs, including
overall impression, pleasantness, speech pauses, stress, intona-
tion, emotion and listening effort. In each part listeners listened
to one whole paragraph from a children’s book and chose a s-
core from 1 to 60.

Figure 3 presents the overall impression results of all sys-
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Figure 3: Overall Impression on book paragraphs of each sub-
mitted system.

tems. For the four benchmark systems, the Festival unit selec-
tion benchmark system(B) ranks 4th and outperforms the HMM
and DNN benchmarks (with trajectory training). Similar to the
results of previous years, unit selection system is still compet-
itive and preferred by listeners. Our system outperformed the
four benchmark systems and other submitted systems excep-
t for systems K and I. And on the other evaluations of para-
graphs(pleasantness, speech pauses, etc.), again only system K
outperformed ours in some aspects. The mean opinion scores
of our system are listed in (Table 2). Over all, our submitted
system has very good expression in all paragraph evaluations.

Table 2: Paragraph listening test scores of our system

Criterion Mean Opinion Score

overall impression 34
pleasantness 33
speech pauses 36
stress 35
intonation 35
emotion 35
listening effort 34

4.2. Naturalness test

The mean opinion scores for naturalness from all listeners are
show in Figure 4. In each part, listeners listened to one sample
from children’s book sentences, then choose a score which rep-
resented how natural or unnatural the sentence sounded. Bench-
mark system B, D and E perform very close results, they three
are obviously better than HMM benchmark system C. Our re-
sults are significantly better than benchmark systems and most
participates, only system K is better than ours.
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Figure 4: Mean opinion score for naturalness on book sentences
with ratings from all listeners.

4.3. Similarity test

The mean opinion of similarity evaluation results from all lis-
teners is presented in Figure 5, this part is also on children’s
book sentences. In each part, listeners listened to 4 reference
samples of the original speaker and one synthetic sample. They
choose a score which represented how similar the synthetic
voice sounded to the voice in the reference samples. Unit se-
lection systems always performed outstandingly due to the use
of high-quality original speech, while SPSS systems limited by
the vocoder and the over-smoothing acoustic model.

As shown in Figure 5, there is no significant difference be-
tween the four systems of K, I, J and L. We trained a WaveNet
model to generate 16-bit samples at 32 kHz. Because we find
that audios with 32 kHz sampling rate sound almost no loss of
similarity to the original recordings, and have very high quality.

4.4. Intelligibility test

The word error rates(WER) of all submitted systems are p-
resented in Figure 6. Semantically Unpredictable Sentences
(SUS) were designed to test the intelligibility of the synthet-
ic speech. Listeners were allowed to listen to each sentence
only once and then typed in what they heard. In the last two
terms, DNN and BLSTM based system generally got lower W-
ERs. There are four systems tied for the first place, two DNN
benchmark systems, system I and ours. The results show that
our system has high intelligibility as well.

5. Conclusions and future work
This paper presents the details of our submitted system and
the results in Blizzard Challenge 2018. We built a DNN-
BLSTM based statistical parametric speech synthesis following
a WaveNet vocoder at 32 kHz. Our system achieved consistent-
ly good performance in all the criterion for the Challenge.

Takuma Okamoto et al. has proposed a subband WaveNet
[29] for high-quality synthesis. In future work, we will make
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Figure 5: Mean opinion score for similarity on book sentences
with ratings from all listeners.
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Figure 6: Word error rate of each submitted system.

more attempts in waveform modeling at high sample rate. And
we will continue to investigate multi-speaker speech synthesis.
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Figure 7: Speech Pauses on book paragraphs of each submitted
system.
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Figure 8: Intonation on book paragraphs of each submitted sys-
tem.
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